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Olivia & Sophia Jan 11 2021 When Raffles sets sail from the
cold, damp confines of Georgian London to make his name and
fortune in the tropics, he takes with him his new wife, Olivia, a
raffish beauty with a scandalous past. She infatuates both his
closest friend, a poet, and one of his bitterest rivals, a soldier.
Raffles sees what is going on, but he turns a blind eye – or so
hopes Olivia. After Olivia’s death, and back on leave in London,
Raffles, a man once again in need of a wife, makes a practical
marriage. Sophia, no beauty, but curious and intelligent,
embraces the opportunity of an exciting life abroad. Marriage
brings her great joy but also great sadness. Her life with Raffles
becomes a catalogue of loss: of their children, of their Access Free
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possessions, of their savings. And all the while, Raffles, driven
and talented, manoeuvres at the centre of global networks of
power, trade, politics and diplomacy. His scheming culminates, to
his eventual glory, with the founding of a new trading post:
Singapore.
Beads Apr 13 2021 Crow is in designer heaven. Nonie's caught
the eye of a gorgeous boy, and Jenny is turning heads in a new
play. But poor Edie is in trouble. The rumour is that slave children
in India have been making their high-street collection. How will
the girls save their fashion dream? Follow the latest adventures of
Edie, Nonie, Crow and Jenny in this addictive follow-up to
_Threads_, winner of the _Times_ Children's Fiction Competition
2009.
Frozen Charlotte Jul 05 2020 c-h-a-r-l-o-t-t-e i-s c-o-l-d When her
best friend dies under mysterious circumstances, Sophie sets off
to stay with her cousins on the remote Isle of Skye. It's been years
since she last saw them--brooding Cameron with his scarred
hand; Piper, who seems too perfect to be real; and peculiar little
Lilias with her fear of bones. Still, Sophie never expected the
strange new rules the family now lives by: Make no mention of
Cameron's accident. Never leave the front gate unlocked. Above
all, don't speak of the girl who's no longer there, the sister whose
death might have closer ties to Sophie's past—and more sinister
consequences for her future—than she ever knew. A wondrously
haunting and modern thriller, Frozen Charlotte drips with
mystery and madness, secrets and survival, and the chilling sense
that the impossible might be all too real.
Write to Me Jul 25 2019 A touching story about Japanese
American children who corresponded with their beloved librarian
while they were imprisoned in World War II internment camps.
When Executive Order 9066 is enacted after the attack at Pearl
Harbor, children's librarian Clara Breed's young Japanese
American patrons are to be sent to prison camp. Before they are
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them books to take with them. Through the three years of their
internment, the children correspond with Miss Breed, sharing
their stories, providing feedback on books, and creating a record
of their experiences. Using excerpts from children's letters held
at the Japanese American National Museum, author Cynthia
Grady presents a difficult subject with honesty and hope. " A
beautiful picture book for sharing and discussing with older
children as well as the primary audience" — Booklist STARRED
REVIEW "A touching tribute to a woman who deserves
recognition" — Kirkus Reviews "[An] affecting introduction to a
distressing chapter in U.S. history and a brave librarian who
inspired hope" — Publisher's Weekly
Nasty Galaxy Mar 01 2020 From Sophia Amoruso, the New York
Times–bestselling author of #GIRLBOSS, a lushly illustrated
embodiment of the collective spirit of the Nasty Gal brand,
Sophia’s own personal brand, and girlbosses everywhere, with a
foreword by Courtney Love. Warning: this is not a style book. It’s
not about how to mix prints—it’s about how to leave yours on
everything you touch. Highly graphic and visual, filled with
illustrations, photos and short essays, Nasty Galaxy is part
scrapbook, part inspo-journey, with moments of frivolity scattered
throughout. Tactical and entertaining, envelope-pushing and
conventional, surprising and refreshingly straightforward, Nasty
Galaxy is a dive into Sophia’s philosophies on work, relationships,
balance, friendships, and more. It is a celebration of her roots in
vintage clothing, punk attitude, fringe characters, and don’t-givea-fuckthought leadership. Nasty Galaxy is Amoruso’s newest life
bible, approaching style, music, philosophy, and advice in the
same way #GIRLBOSS approached business—unconventionally.
Oversized and in full color, this is the newest, coolest, must-have
accessory.
Threads Nov 20 2021 When best friends Nonie, Edie and Jenny
meet a young African refugee girl wearing a pair of pink fairyAccess Free
wings and sketching a dress in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
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they get the chance to do soething truly wonderful - and make all
their fashion dreams come true. Threads by Sophia Bennett, the
prize-winning, rags-to-riches story of friendship, fashion and
compassion, is now available i hardback this October with an
exclusive jacket design by top Brtish Fashion designer, Giles
Deacon. £1 per book will be donated to The Save the Children
Fund, a charity registered in England and Wales (213890) and
Scotland (SC039570).
A Three Dog Problem Dec 22 2021 The delightfully clever mystery
in which Queen Elizabeth II secretly solves a murder at
Buckingham Palace - perfect for fans of The Crown and The
Thursday Murder Club by Richard Osman. 'An honest-togoodness, laugh out loud, wonder of a book filled with regal
delight' - LOVE READING _________________ Queen Elizabeth II is
having a royal nightmare. A referendum divides the nation, a
tumultuous election grips the United States - and the body of a
staff member is found dead beside Buckingham Palace swimming
pool. Is it a tragic accident, as the police think? Or is something
more sinister going on? As Her Majesty looks for answers, her
trusted assistant, Rozie, is on the trail of a treasured painting that
once hung outside the Queen's bedroom. But when Rozie receives
a threatening anonymous letter, Elizabeth knows dark forces are
at work - and far too close to home. After all, though the staff and
public may not realise it, she is the keenest sleuth among them.
Sometimes, it takes a Queen's eye to see connections where no
one else can . . . Agatha Christie meets The Crown in A THREE
DOG PROBLEM, the much-anticipated second book in the 'Her
Majesty The Queen Investigates' mystery series by SJ Bennett for fans of The Thursday Murder Club by Richard Osman, Agatha
Christie and M.C. Beaton's Agatha Raisin. ______________________
PRAISE FOR THE 'HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN INVESTIGATES'
SERIES: 'A pitch-perfect murder mystery' - Ruth Ware 'A witty
whodunnit' - Good Housekeeping 'Written with wit and brio' Access Free
Daily Express 'Miss Marple with a crown' - Daily Mirror 'Absolute
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perfection!' - Isabelle Broom 'Delightfully charming' - Adele Parks
'Pure confection' - New York Times 'Warm & witty' Woman&Home 'A delightful read' - BBC Radio 2 'I loved it' Joanne Harris 'A total joy' - Nina Stibbe 'Charming' - Guardian
'What a hoot!' - Saga
Murder Most Royal Jun 23 2019 If you like Philippa Gregory,
you will love this dazzlingly vivid historical novel from multimillion copy and international bestselling author Jean Plaidy. Two
Queens at the mercy of a capricious King... 'Jean Plaidy doesn't
just write the history, she makes it come alive' -- RNA 'Plaidy
excels at blending history with romance and drama' -- New York
Times 'Very well researched, informative yet easy to read brilliant' -- ***** Reader review 'Gripping, captivating, very hard
to put down' -- ***** Reader review 'I was hooked from the first
page' -- ***** Reader review 'An excellent book to curl up with' -***** Reader review 'Riveting' -- ***** Reader review
*******************************************************************
**** At the decadent French court of King François, the young
Anne Boleyn grows into an enigmatic and striking woman, a
temptation to many courtiers. But whilst Anne's ambitions are
high, she has learned from her sister's unfortunate reputation.
Unlike Mary, Anne refuses to become a mistress - even one to a
King. So when Anne returns to the English court of Henry VIII, it
is the King, captivated by this mysterious young lady, who is
forced to do the wooing. Before long Henry is lured away from his
stale marriage to Katharine of Aragon. But the new Queen Anne is
not loved by the people, and it is only a matter of time before
Henry's patience runs out... The Tudor saga continues in St
Thomas's Eve.
The Old Wives' Tale Jan 23 2022 The Old Wives Tale deals with
the lives of two very different sisters, Constance and Sophia
Baines, following their stories from their youth, working in their
mother's draper's shop, through the period of separation and
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years from roughly 1840 to 1905, and is set in Paris and Burslem,
a town in the Potteries district of North Staffordshire.
Women's Art Work Feb 21 2022 Discover the work of female
artists who have made their mark on the art world. Women’s Art
Work introduces readers to the lives and work of the world’s most
renowned artists. With a foreword from Tate’s first female
director, Maria Balshaw, this collection celebrates the creativity
of women in more than 30 biographies, investigating their
practices and exploring their contributions to the art world.
Readers will learn about a diverse group of innovators like Frida
Kahlo, Cindy Sherman, Ana Mendieta, Lubaina Himid, Cao Fei,
and the Guerrilla Girls. From early pioneers to today’s most
radical creators, these women have overcome obstacles, broken
boundaries, and enriched our understanding of what art is and
can be. With a glossary of art terms, a timeline of major
milestones, and educational sidebars, this highly illustrated book
is perfect for any art lover. Additionally, it features original
interviews with living artists—including Yayoi Kusama, Lorna
Simpson, and Rachel Whiteread. Featured artists include: - Eileen
Agar - Anni Albers - Louise Bourgeois - Sonia Boyce - Claude
Cahun - Judy Chicago - Tacita Dean - Tracey Emin - Cao Fei Simryn Gill - Guerrilla Girls - Natalia Goncharova - Anthea
Hamilton - Barbara Hepworth - Lubaina Himid - Gwen John - Joan
Jonas - Frida Kahlo - Yayoi Kusama - Agnes Martin - Ana Mendieta
- Berthe Morisot - Georgia O'Keeffe - Paula Rego - Bridget Riley Doris Salcedo - Cindy Sherman - Lorna Simpson - Dayanita Singh
- Gillian Wearing - Rachel Whiteread - Lynette Yiadom-Boakye Fahrelnissa Zeid
Velocity Jun 03 2020 'The Hunger Games' behind the wheel of a
souped-up rally car. Losers die. Winners take all. A race through a
psycho-future with genius Wooding in the driving seat. Fast? Yes.
Furious? Yes. Fatal? We'll see.
Bennett Mafia Mar 13 2021
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with the loss of her father, an army hero who died in mysterious
circumstances. When she receives clues that he may still be alive,
but noone believes her, she embarks on a dangerous rescue
across the crystal-clear waters of the Mediterranean to a clifftop
castle, home to a billionaire in exile. Soon Peta discovers that
what some people will do for money, she will do for truth and
hope.
A Change Is Gonna Come May 03 2020 Featuring top Young Adult
authors and introducing a host of exciting new voices, this
anthology of stories and poetry from BAME writers on the theme
of change is a long-overdue addition to the YA scene.
Contributors include Tanya Byrne, Inua Ellams, Catherine
Johnson, Patrice Lawrence, Ayisha Malik, Irfan Master, Musa
Okwonga and Nikesh Shukla. Plus introducing four fresh new
voices in YA fiction: Mary Bello, Aisha Bushby, Yasmin Rahman
and Phoebe Roy.
Tourism Development, Governance and Sustainability in The
Bahamas Jun 15 2021 This book focuses on the complex issues of
tourism development, governance and sustainability in the longstanding popular island destination, The Bahamas, where tourism
remains one of the primary fiscal industries. The book achieves
this by looking at the impacts of mass tourism development from
social, economic and environmental perspectives; panarchy and
resilience; assessing sustainability; moving towards a blue
economy; impacts of climate change and innovative alternative
tourism offerings to ensure sustainable tourism – a welcomed but
challenging essential contemporary focus of the tourism industry.
It further looks at how development, governance and
sustainability come together in the aftermath of a recent natural
disaster, hurricane Dorian, which proved to be a strong catalyst
for action, innovation and change in The Bahamas. Given the
complexity of these key concepts and The Bahamas as an
established popular tourism destination archipelago which relies
Accessfor
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other tourism regions and will therefore be essential reading for
upper-level students and academics in the field of Tourism
research.
One Chance Jul 17 2021 "Stupid."One word that could ruin a
person.One word that can change a life.One word that can
destroy a mind.SophSophia Bennett heard it all her life. Smart,
sweet, and shy, she hesitated to voice her ideas and opinions in
fear of hearing that dreaded word, "Don't be stupid, Sophia."She
became introverted, quiet. Talking to people became a struggle
she fought to control. She turned into a woman she never thought
she'd be.Seen but never heard.Appearance became
everything.NoxRough around the edges Lennox Hogan is knee dip
in shit - literally. Building a garden for his mother with his
younger brothers, when the most beautiful creature he's ever
seen stops by to visit their mother for their weekly book chat.A
fake smile and sad eyes draw him in.Her intoxicating innocence
has him obsessed with the need to know everything about her. An
unknown threat has them questioning everything about her
life.Lennox soon makes it his mission to convince her to give him
One Chance, but will she after her world crumbles before her?
Women's Art Work Aug 25 2019 Discover the work of female
artists who have made their mark on the art world Women's Art
Work introduces readers to the lives and work of the world's most
renowned artists. With a foreword from Tate's first female
director, Maria Balshaw, this collection celebrates the creativity
of women in more than 30 biographies, investigating their
practices and exploring their contributions to the art world.
Readers will learn about a diverse group of innovators like Frida
Kahlo, Cindy Sherman, Ana Mendieta, Lubaina Himid, Cao Fei,
and the Guerrilla Girls. From early pioneers to today's most
radical creators, these women have overcome obstacles, broken
boundaries, and enriched our understanding of what art is and
can be. With a glossary of art terms, a timeline of major
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is perfect for any art lover. Additionally, it features original
interviews with living artists--including Yayoi Kusama, Lorna
Simpson, and Rachel Whiteread.
Unveiling Venus Mar 25 2022 Hoping to get over her first love,
Mary heads with her socialite friend Kitty to Venice. There she
finds herself faced with a terrible dilemma when Kitty's
aristocratic fiancé, Arthur Malmesbury, declares his love for her.
Should Mary make her way to fame, fortune and financial
independence by marrying him, or stay loyal to her friend? Back
in London, she hears dark rumours about Arthur and decides to
turn him down. But can she warn Kitty about his true nature
before it's too late?
You Don't Know Me Sep 18 2021 Fourteen-year-old John creates
alternative realities in his mind as he tries to deal with his
mother's abusive boyfriend, his crush on a beautiful, but shallow
classmate, and other problems at school.
Following Ophelia Jul 29 2022 When Mary Adams sees Millais’
depiction of the tragic Ophelia, a whole new world opens up for
her. Determined to find out more about the beautiful girl in the
painting, she hears the story of Lizzie Siddal – a girl from a
modest background, not unlike her own, who has found fame and
fortune against the odds. Mary sets out to become a PreRaphaelite muse, too, and reinvents herself as Persephone
Lavelle. But as she fights her way to become the new face of
London’s glittering art scene, ‘Persephone’ ends up mingling with
some of the city’s more nefarious types and is forced to make
some impossible choices. Will Persephone be forced to betray
those she loves, and even the person she once was, if she is to
achieve her dreams?
One Silver Summer Jan 29 2020 After losing her mom in an
accident, Sass is sent to live with her uncle in England. Far from
her native Brooklyn, the rocky shores and crumbling castles of
Cornwall seem like the perfect place to hide her grief. And when
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a surprising sense of peace . . . only to have it broken by a boy.
Arrogant and distrustful, the horse's trainer, Alex, doesn't
approve of the trespassing American. Yet after a few chance
meetings, he begins to feel a connection to the curious girl with
the sad eyes, and offers to teach her to ride. Sass never expected
to feel anything again--least of all love--but the lessons reveal a
far different Alex, and soon their friendship turns into something
more. But Alex has a secret--a bombshell about his family that
could shatter Sass's trust . . . and force him to abandon the one
girl who made him believe in himself.
The Temperament God Gave Your Spouse Apr 01 2020
Bestselling authors Art and Laraine Bennett once again distill the
age-old, but never more relevant, concept of the four classic
temperaments--but this time for married couples striving to love,
honor, and even understand each other. Read this book and
discover a new world of respect for the person you married.
Ten Steps To Us Aug 18 2021 What if you meet the boy of your
dreams but loving him is forbidden? Aisha Rashid has always felt
invisible, so no one is more surprised than her when Darren, the
hot new boy in school, takes an interest. But Aisha is a devout
Muslim and Darren is firmly off limits. Will she follow her heart
even if it means losing her own identity? If only there was a way
to keep the boy and her faith. Maybe there is... all it takes is ten
steps...
Sequins, Secrets, and Silver Linings Nov 01 2022 Three trendy
British BFFs help a brilliant Ugandan girl in this heartfelt fashion
fairy tale!Once upon a time in London town, there were three fab
"birds": Nonie's a freak for fashion. Eco-conscious Edie blogs to
save the world--and to get into Harvard. And starter-starlet Jenny
just finished filming a small part in a BIG Hollywood blockbuster
opposite a drool-worthy boy. But when these trendy Brit besties
meet Crow, a refugee girl who happens to be an amazing
designer, their worldview gets an extreme makeover. As they
learn about the serious situation in Crow's homeland, theAccess
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friends decide to mix-and-match their talents to call attention to
the crisis of Uganda's Night Walking children.Fashion and
compassion: C'est tres chic! Now Nonie's just got to lace up her
(always a classic) Converse kicks, put on her (vintage Dior
pillbox) thinking cap, and somehow "make it work"!A fierce,
sweet, boldface fashion fairy tale!
The Look Aug 30 2022 Can she be a supermodel and a supersister? She finds her answer in just one look. Two sisters, both
beautiful in different ways: Fifteen-year-old Ted has got "The
Look." That's what the scout for the modeling agency tells her,
and she can't believe her luck. But just as Ted's jet-setting off on
her new career, Ava is diagnosed with cancer. Can Ted be a
supermodel and a super-sister? Or will she have to choose
between family and fame? With their worlds turned upside down,
the girls have to look past appearances, look deep inside, to
figure out what really matters.
The Temperament God Gave You Dec 30 2019 Offers a new
interpretation of what a person's individual temperament means
for their family and their faith and explains how to identify one's
own temperament and use it to fulfill God's plan.
The Golden Rule Oct 27 2019
Loved and Missed Nov 28 2019 'I was in the story, feeling
everything. I cared about every character . . . She writes
beautifully. It was a total pleasure' Philippa Perry, author of The
Book You Wish Your Parents Had Read Susie Boyt writes with a
mordant wit and vivid style which are at their best in Loved and
Missed. When your beloved daughter is lost in the fog of addiction
and you make off with her baby in order to save the day, can
willpower and a daring creative zeal carry you through ?
Examining the limits, disappointments and excesses of love in all
its forms, this marvellously absorbing novel, full of insight and
compassion, delights as much as it disturbs. ~ 'She takes the
study of love into uncharted territory and every sentence has its
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emotional power... I ache for them all. Poignant, witty, lyrical and
perceptive' Joan Bakewell
Bad Shepherds Oct 08 2020 Shocked to find corruption
widespread in the ranks of their shepherds today, too many good
Catholics are tempted to leave the Church, unaware that ever
since the days when Jesus' own treasurer, Judas Iscariot, had his
hand in the till, the Good Shepherd and His faithful followers
have been regularly betrayed by bad shepherds. In these eyeopening pages, Church historian Rod Bennett introduces a
number of those bad shepherds, including Bishop Eusebius of
Nicomedia, who regularly sold out the Church to the Roman
emperor; Pope Stephen VII, who so hated his late predecessor
that he had him dug up, put on trial, and flung into the Tiber;
Benedict IX, who bought and sold the papacy (twice!); and Pope
John XII, whose debauchery rivaled that of the corrupt emperor
Caligula. Those were very bad shepherds indeed, but while they
did the Devil’s work, good Catholics not only survived — they
thrived. They outlasted their bad shepherds, preserved in their
ranks the Faith of our fathers, and served in each instance as the
foundation for a cleansing of the House of God and a vigorous
renewal of the Faith. These enlightening pages demonstrate that
it can happen again!
Flood Child Sep 26 2019 Flooded England, 2216 ... England has
changed for ever: most of it is under water. Worse, bloodthirsty
pirates prowl the shores, and when they kidnap the Prime
Minister's daughter it looks like war. But out of this drowning
world comes Lilly Melkun, a girl determined to put things right,
with the help of a pirate boy - and an extraordinary treasure from
the past, with the power to change the Future...
Scripture Wars Sep 06 2020 About a century after Jesus died, a
battle began for the Old Testament. Large numbers of faithful
Christians fought about its contents and even about its right to be
called a Christian book! On one side, many Jewish converts
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Apostasy,” a pulling away from the deep roots of their Jewish
tradition. This, they argued, endangered the souls of believers
everywhere. They sought to retain intact the strict practices and
teachings of the Old Testament and to integrate more of them
into the still new and developing Christian Faith. On the other
side, Marcionite Christians held such antipathy toward the Old
Testament that they advocated leaving it behind entirely. They
even sought to purge from the New Testament practices and
notions they judged too friendly to Jewish ideas. The outcome of
this conflict would affect nearly every aspect of the new Christian
Faith — and the daily lives of believers everywhere, for centuries
to come. Who won these crucial, climactic Scripture Wars? God
did, of course — but not without raising up a great saint whose
keen mind and deep faith expelled from Christianity both false
understandings of how the gentle, loving God of the New
Testament relates to the often-stern God of the Old. That saint
was Justin of Neapolis, known today as St. Justin Martyr. These
pages tell the surprisingly exciting tale of Justin’s encounters with
these vigorous early heresies that threatened to paralyze the
young Church just as she was struggling to her feet. Scripture
Wars is an inspiring, true-life testimony to our Father’s
providence, a tale that has the power to strengthen the faith of
Catholics even today, eighteen centuries later.
The Giver of Stars May 15 2021 #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER | A REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK “A great narrative
about personal strength and really captures how books bring
communities together.” —Reese Witherspoon From the author of
the forthcoming Someone Else’s Shoes, a breathtaking story of
five extraordinary women and their remarkable journey through
the mountains of Kentucky and beyond in Depression-era America
Alice Wright marries handsome American Bennett Van Cleve,
hoping to escape her stifling life in England. But small-town
Kentucky quickly proves equally claustrophobic, especially living
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for a team of women to deliver books as part of Eleanor
Roosevelt’s new traveling library, Alice signs on enthusiastically.
The leader, and soon Alice's greatest ally, is Margery, a smarttalking, self-sufficient woman who's never asked a man's
permission for anything. They will be joined by three other
singular women who become known as the Packhorse Librarians
of Kentucky. What happens to them--and to the men they love-becomes an unforgettable drama of loyalty, justice, humanity, and
passion. These heroic women refuse to be cowed by men or by
convention. And though they face all kinds of dangers in a
landscape that is at times breathtakingly beautiful, at others
brutal, they’re committed to their job: bringing books to people
who have never had any, arming them with facts that will change
their lives. Based on a true story rooted in America’s past, The
Giver of Stars is unparalleled in its scope and epic in its
storytelling. Funny, heartbreaking, enthralling, it is destined to
become a modern classic--a richly rewarding novel of women’s
friendship, of true love, and of what happens when we reach
beyond our grasp for the great beyond.
Coming Up For Air Dec 10 2020 When Coco moves to the
seaside town where her mum grew up, she's excited to make
friends and find out more about the family her mum has kept from
her. What she doesn't expect is to be met with resentment from
the community. Whatever secrets her mum's hiding, they run
deep. But Coco is determined and her love of swimming and
natural talent for freediving helps her start to break through with
the ocean-loving locals. Until disaster strikes at sea... As history
threatens to repeat itself, will Coco ever be able to undo the ageold rift? A quirky coming-of-age story, perfect for fans of Katy
Birchall, GEEK GIRL and SUPER AWKWARD.
You Don't Know Me Apr 25 2022 Betraying your best friend is bad
enough, but what if it happens on TV, in front of millions? The
whole world lines up to judge you. Sasha and Rose are singers
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Killer Act ... but there's a catch: one of them must go. Under the
scrutiny of millions, they make a decision that will change their
friendship, and their lives, for ever ...
The Anatomy of Curiosity Aug 06 2020 The follow-up to the
acclaimed title The Curiosities: A Collection of Stories by Maggie
Stiefvater, Tessa Gratton, and Brenna Yovanoff. In an unassuming
corner of Brooklyn, a young woman learns to be ladylike, to love
context, and to speak her mind from a very curious sort of tutor.
In a faraway land convulsed by war, a young soldier hears the
desert's curious hum as he disarms bombs with the person he
doesn't know how to love. In a place so shriveled by drought that
any drowning is a curiosity, a young writer tries again and again
to tread water beneath the surface of a vast and unusual sea.
Three new stories—complete with commentary on the creative
process—from three acclaimed young adult authors working at
the height of their powers. Curious?
Beads, Boys & Bangles Oct 20 2021 Crow has been asked to do
a high street collection. But Edie is worried about slave-children
making the clothes, while Nonie is distracted by a gorgeous
dancer at the Royal Ballet, whom Jenny thinks she should forget .
. . But when fashion giant Miss Teen tells Edie to abandon her
new campaign, the friends have some serious problems to solve
that will test their loyalties to the limit. It seems their fashion
fairytale is unravelling . . . From couture heaven in Paris to Bead
Central in Mumbai, the girls are on a fashion adventure to find
out if their dream is worth saving.
Love Song Sep 30 2022 A million girls would kill for the chance
to meet The Point, but Nina's not one of them. She's the new
assistant to the lead singer's diva fiancé, and she knows it's going
to suck. Heading off on tour with the hottest band in the world,
Nina's ready for paparazzi and drama - but soon discovers there's
more to The Point than just guitars and girls.
The Children of Castle Rock Feb 09 2021 When Alice's family
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it takes to buy it back - even if whatever it takes isn't strictly
legal. And when Alice is expelled and sent away to an isolated
boarding-school, she'll do whatever it takes again to get away.
But Stormy Loch Academy isn't quite what she expected. With its
strange rules and eccentric headmaster and rag-tag mix of
students and teachers, it has a way of growing on you. Still, when
Barney goes missing (all that not strictly legal business) she
knows she has to rescue him. Armed with two new friends, she
sets off on an epic quest through the wild Scottish highlands and
islands to finally get her heart's desire - but does she know
anymore exactly what that is? Both hilarious and heartfelt, this is
the classic adventure story brought bang up to date, and told in
Natasha's inimitable voice.
The Windsor Knot Jun 27 2022 For fans of The Crown and The
Thursday Murder Club by Richard Osman. On a perfect Spring
morning at Windsor Castle, Queen Elizabeth II will enjoy a cup of
tea, carry out all her royal duties . . . and solve a murder. 'Like an
episode of The Crown - but with a spicy dish of murder on the
side' (DAILY MAIL) ______________________ The morning after a
dinner party at Windsor Castle, eighty-nine-year-old Queen
Elizabeth is shocked to discover that one of her guests has been
found murdered in his room, with a rope around his neck. When
the police begin to suspect her loyal servants, Her Majesty knows
they are looking in the wrong place. For the Queen has been
living an extraordinary double life ever since her coronation.
Away from the public eye, she has a brilliant knack for solving
crimes. With her household's happiness on the line, her secret
must not get out. Can the Queen and her trusted secretary Rozie
catch the killer, without getting caught themselves? Miss Marple
meets The Crown in The Windsor Knot, the first book in the 'Her
Majesty The Queen Investigates' mystery series by SJ Bennett for fans of The Thursday Murder Club by Richard Osman, Agatha
Christie and M.C. Beaton's Agatha Raisin. ______________________
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so well observed . . . I loved it' - JOANNE HARRIS 'A total joy' NINA STIBBE 'A highly original and delightfully charming crime
series' - ADELE PARKS 'Possibly the most adorable crime novel
out this year' - RUTH WARE 'Charming, cosy and respectful' GUARDIAN 'Gently hilarious and utterly charming' - AMANDA
CRAIG
Secrets of the Henna Girl Nov 08 2020 Life as Zeba knows it
could be over for good . . . Zeba Khan is like any other sixteenyear-old girl: enjoying herself, waiting for exam results . . . and
dreaming of the day she'll meet her one true love. Except her
parents have other plans. In Pakistan for the summer, Zeba's
world is shattered. Her future is threatened by an unthinkable and forced - duty to protect her father's honour. But does she
hold the secrets that will help her escape? ** Sufiya Ahmed's
stunning debut teenage book explores the illegal practice of
forced marriage in Britain. ** 10 million under 18s in the world
become child brides every year. ** The UK government's Forced
Marriage Unit (FMU) receives over 1,700 calls from at-risk
annually. Up to 15% of victims of forced marriage are male.
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